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Rust Remover Plus™
A great choice for removing rust stains from painted
steel, brass, copper, wood,
concrete, stone and ceramic
surfaces. Just spray it onto
a dry surface and watch the
rust stains disappear in minutes, with just one application. Concrete and stone will
have a bright clean new look
when the product is dry.

Hannay Hose Reel

This heavy gauge steel hose reel can hold
up to 275 feet of 3/8” high pressure hose. It
will stand up to pressures up to 5000 PSI,
and temperatures from 20º F - 400º F. The
direct crank rewind is permanently attached
so you never have to worry about it coming
loose. Comes with a cam-lock drag brake
to put tension on your hose, and a spring
actuated pin lock to keep it in place when
it’s not in use.
Capacity: 275’ of 3/8” pressure washer
hose
Max PSI: 5,000
Max Temp: 400º F
Inlet 90° swivel 1/2” FNPT / Outlet 1/2” FNPT
25”L X 17”W X 18”H
Weight: 50 lbs.

Whisper Pro Big Guy Surface Cleaner

X-Jet M5 Variable Spray
Pattern High Pressure
Chemical Injector

Attach to the end of your wand to apply
chemicals at high pressure without going
through your pump. The adjustable nozzle
can project chemicals up to a vertical height
of 40 feet at the zero setting or an 8 foot fan
pattern at 60 degrees by simply turning the
adjustable nozzle.

Nozzle Sizes

#9 - 2000-3000 PSI, up to 4GPM
#13 - 3000-4000PSI, 4-5GPM
#16 - 8 GPM and up

Legacy Hose Reel

The Whisper Wash Big Guy Surface Cleaner incorporates a signature balanced
and machined spray bar with a 28” wide surface coverage area. The Big Guy’s
pivoting wheel design and a heavy-duty nylon brush provide for easy navigation
through large areas while still containing the pressurized spray. This Platinum
Series of Whisper Pro surface cleaners separates itself from the competitors and
standard series Whisper Pro surface cleaners by offering a one-piece unitized
swivel cartridge, a one year full coverage warranty, 5000 PSI max pressure, and a
max operating temperature of 212º F.
2” Nylon Brush
One 4” Caster
Two (2) 10” Pneumatic Tires
Oversized, self-lubricating twin thrust bearings
2000-5000 PSI Pressure Range
Max Temperature: 212º F
Max Flow: 4-10 GPM
Two 25º #2 nozzles

This heavy gauge steel, powder coated,
oversized reel is raised to create clearance
space, thus reducing the difficulty of reeling
a hose. It also features an extended swivel
to prevent bends and stress on the hose
where it attaches to the reel. It will easily
mount to any horizontal or vertical surface.
The break mechanism reduces unwinding
backlash and the oversized locking mechanism prevents slippage. The “Flip-Over”
hose guide allows ease of use from either side of the reel.
Capacity: 100’ + of 3/8” pressure washer hose
Max. PSI: 5,000
Max. Temp: 325°
Inlet: 1/2” FPT / Outlet: 1/2” FPT
Color: Black
Weight 21 lbs.
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1.

Surface Cleaners

Flat surface cleaners are one
smart accessory. They not only open
up a whole new world of cleaning
opportunities beyond the pressure
washer alone, they work quickly,
efficiently and reduce work-related
injuries.
Prices vary depending on size,
materials used, options, and quality,
and generally range anywhere from
$100 for small units to around $3,000
for large models with reclaim units.
The most commonly known uses
are for cleaning driveways, sidewalks,
parking lots and even parking decks.
But smaller hand-held reclamation
models can be used for cleaning
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walls, ceilings, kitchen hoods and
other difficult areas where a standard
pressure washer can’t be used.
When selecting a flat surface cleaner,
here are a few things to remember,
courtesy of Carl Harry of Steel Eagle:
• No matter what size surface cleaner
you have, it’s going to be limited by the
connected pressure washer’s flow and
pressure ratings.
• Low end surface cleaners are
usually made of plastic; medium and
high-end surface spinners are usually
made of aluminum or stainless steel.
• Some lower end surface cleaners
can’t handle hot water or chemicals.
• Swivel quality varies greatly, as
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do swivel prices. The type of swivel
selected should reflect the amount of
use your surface cleaner will do. Those
using their surface cleaners several
hours a day will want a high quality
swivel, whereas those only doing
lighter jobs can probably get by with a
medium grade.
• Swivels come with different
warranties – some conditional, some
unconditional, some limited time only,
some longer time periods. The swivel
manufacturer sets the warranty, not
the surface cleaner manufacturer.
• The most common maintenance
problem surface spinners face is a
bent spray bar, typically caused by
carelessness when cleaning, and it
will eventually impact the swivel if not
taken care of. A bent spray bar will
cause the surface cleaner to vibrate,
following by the bearing to go out, the
seals to go out and the grease to leak,
and eventually the swivel will need to
be repaired or replaced.

		

“The surface cleaner
makes cleaning
concrete as easy as
walking and helps keep
you from having back
fatigue.”
– Chris Dubbs, The Wash Wizards,
www.Washwizardcleaning.com
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2.

Hose Reels

by Clyde Hemminger & PowerWash.com

When the time comes to start shopping
for a new hose reel, many things should be
considered:
1. How much hose will you
be storing on the reel?
High and low pressure hoses
come in different diameters.
Standard pressure hose is 3/8”
in diameter. 200 feet of pressure
hose will fit nicely on a reel like
this Hannay Compact 3/8” High
Pressure Hose Reel. If, however,
you think that you will install
more than 200 feet of hose you
will need to consider a larger
reel like the Hannay Wide 3/8”
High Pressure Hose Reel. A ¾” low pressure
garden hose will also require a larger hose reel,
because it is bulkier.
2. What cleaning pressure will you be
using? If you are looking for a hose reel for
high pressure, be sure that your desired hose
reel is rated for at least 1,000 psi above your
power washer’s output. Pressure can spike
up to several hundred PSI when you release or
engage your trigger. Water should flow through
your reel with as little restriction as possible.
This is important for your chemical injector to
function at peak efficiency.
3. What Type of Braking System Do You
Want? Any hose reel you buy should have a
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brake system to ensure that your hose
stays put when it is not in use. There are
three types of brake systems:
• A “drag brake” will keep constant
pressure on your hose and prevent the
hose reel from unwinding once the user
stops pulling.
• A “cam lever” applies drag while
it’s in the on position. When the user
wants to rewind the hose reel, the cam
lever can be flipped to the off position to
release the drag.
• An “internal brake” will automatically
apply tension when the hose is being
pulled and release it when it is being
rewound. The brake that you choose will
depend on your needs and budget.
4. What Cleaning Chemicals and at
what temperatures will you be using?
Most professional hose reels are

America’s #1 Insurer of
Power Wash Contractors
Get proof of coverage

www.JosephDWalters.com

constructed from heavy gauge steel and
finished with e-coating or oven-cured
enamel. If you are planning on using
the reel with a corrosive material such
as Sodium Hypochlorite you will need
to choose a reel made of stainless steel
like the Steel Eagle 1/2” Stainless Steel
A-Frame Hose Reel. Professional hose
reels handle liquids at temperatures
ranging from -20º to +400º F, and
operating pressures up to 10,000 psi.
Before you purchase a hose reel, you
must consider the required operating
temperatures and pressures required
for your situation.
Clyde Hemminger is the editor of the
PowerWash.com blog, a resource for
pressure washing industry professionals
seeking information about business
development and equipment advice
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“Scrubbing gutters sets you apart from your
competition. If done correctly, it can change
the entire look of a home. Pressure wash a
house and it looks good, pressure wash a house
and scrub the gutters and it looks brand new.
I have many repeat yearly customers that
stayed with me after the first cleaning I did on
their home because they never knew the black
gutters could be cleaned. After I did something
that no other pressure washing company
around my area did when they cleaned their
house, they were my customers from then on.”

3.
			
			
			

– Mike Dingler,
Firehouse Pressure Washing,
www.firehousepowerwash.com

F13 Gutter Grenade
Ever wonder what causes
those ugly black streaks on the
outsides of gutters and why they
are so hard to remove?
They are not simply stains, and
can’t be removed with traditional
housewashing chemicals. Those
streaks – often referred to by
industry members as “zebra
stripes” – are actually caused
by a chemical reaction that
occurs between the asphalt from
roof shingles and the anodized
aluminum in the gutters.
Some contractors use various
forms of butyl-based products

(i.e., degreasers) to remove the streaks.
However, when diluted with water,
these lose their strength rapidly, so
they have to be mixed fairly hot to work
correctly – which means the contractor
risks removing the paint along with
the streaks. They also are very caustic,
which leads to safety concerns.
A few companies have successfully
come up with alternatives to butylbased products. One item that is
quite popular and has gained a strong
reputation for working is Gutter
Grenade (F13) by Pressure Tek. F13
is a mild potassium hydroxide-based
solution that was developed almost 10
years ago, which removes the oxidation
layer off the paint where the streaks are
trapped through electrostatic bonding.
It will not remove the paint on gutters
unless the paint has completely failed,
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meaning it has oxidized through the
whole paint layer, which is rare.
When working with Gutter Grenade,
contractors should keep the siding
under the gutters wet with water and
avoid dripping Gutter Grenade on the
siding without rinsing it off relatively
quickly. If it does drip on the siding
without it being adequately wetted
down, it will simply leave clean streaks
on the siding.
The average mix strength is 10-1,
but can be effective with as little as a
20-1 mix. The strongest it needs to be
is 5-1.
Contractors should also wear safety
glasses and gloves when working with
the product. F13 is safe for plants,
although they should be pre-wet for
protection. You may also want to cover
flowering plants.
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Mike Baker, Sr., started
washing homes as a contract
cleaner back in 1977. In the
late 80s, he was on a ladder trying to wash the high dormers of a
– like many times before – when the ladder slipped out from
“With the X-jet we home
underneath him. After that incident, he was determined to find a way
can wash houses to wash from the ground without climbing ladders, because at that
up to 3 stories, and time there were no such options available. After many prototypes and
changes, the Original X-Jet Nozzle Kit was completed.
we can add any
The X-Jet Nozzle Kit is an external chemical injection system,
chemical without which mixes and applies chemical to vertical heights of 40-plus feet.
works by creating a venturi effect, pulling the chemical directly
damaging the pump Itfrom
the pail and projecting it by the water from the pressure
or pressure washer. washer to the surface.
Unlike any chemical application system on the market, the X-Jet
The X-Jet also lets
Nozzle contains 14 color-coded proportioners, offering many options
us dilute to our
for stronger or more diluted chemical application. No chemicals are
pulled through your pressure washer or accessories – including your
needs.”
hose, gun, lance, and quick connects.
– Paul Spitsbergen
The X-Jet comes in two versions: the original X-Jet and the X-Jet
Spitsbergen Window Cleaning
M5. The original X-Jet includes a long-range nozzle, low pressure
& Pressure Washing,
www.SpitsWindowCleaning.com soap nozzle, quick connect plug, 15-piece proportioner set, shut off
ball valve, mushroom strainer and 15 feet of suction hose with hose
barb. The X-Jet M5 works the same as the original, but the closerange nozzle is replaced by a built-in adjustable nozzle that projects
chemicals or other liquids to vertical heights up to 40 feet at 0
“This is one tool that setting or 8 feet fan pattern at 60 degrees with just a twist.
Dana Sapic of Xterior Sales and Service had this to add: “The
I use on just about X-Jet is an excellent tool, even for downstreamers, as it will work in
a pinch when your downstreamer fails, you are pulling from longer
every job.”
lengths of hose, or you need a stronger mix, and it works every time!
– Brad Frost, Sud n Clean
We have customers who bought their X-jet in the 90s and still use
Power Washing, www.
the same one! We continue to develop products to better serve the
SudnClean.com
pressure washing industry, such as the recently released M5DS, a
downstreaming nozzle much like our M5 X-Jet. After feedback from
our customers, we are in the process of implementing improvements
for release real soon.”
12
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5.
“Reach-iT poles are
great quality at a
great price...and Perry
Tait’s the Man!”
– Michael Goeller, Brightview Cleaning,
www.Brightview.com

		

In 2011, Reach-iT launched a
new wave of thinking and design in
waterfed poles (WFPs) by implementing
the principle of “pull apart,” allowing
window cleaners to purchase a
master telescopic pole – equal to the
maximum height needed – that could
be pulled apart to make shorter and
lighter, perfectly matched to the reach
requirements needed for the height
being cleaning. This prevents window
cleaners from having to buy multiple
poles for different heights, saving
contractors both money and space.
Reach-iT poles and accessories
are made of 100 percent quality
carbonfibre, with a 304 stainless
steel END-DEFENDER added to every
handle section for extra protection.
They also feature the neoprene POLESKIN, which protects users’ hands
from heat and cold.
Reach-iT Poles come in two models.
The Mini is a seven-section pole
designed for residential work with a
25-foot reach. The mini is capable
of handling two additional 11 ft
extensions (Reach-iT XTs), for a total
reach of 46 feet.
The Reach-iT Pro 4 is a sevensection commerical WFP with a 45-foot
reach. Up to three Reach-iT 11-foot
extensions can be added, for a total
reach of up to 75 feet.
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Additional
Favorite Products
(Provided by eClean Readers)

A short whip hose and high
pressure swivel is one of the best
labor saving tricks of the trade. Save
your energy for work, not fighting
your gun and hose
- Brad Frost, Sud n Clean Power
.

Washing, www.sudnclean.com

One Restore: We came across some glass
that regardless of what detergent we used or
how much we scrubbed would not come clean.
We could scrape it, but that would be a huge
amount of time and risk as well as disgruntled
employees. OneRestore took off the years of
grime build up in one shot!”

Dorado strip 3031 is an architectural
paint striper. It lifts paints, as well as
many other coatings, with vertually
no effect on the wood substrate. After
aplication the product should sit for an
hour or two, depending on the amount
of layer. Dorado Strip 3031 creats
an oxygen layer between the coating
and substrate which pops the coating
loose so it can be washed away. While
there is a price attached (paint was
never designed to be removed) is is an
effect, safe, and proven way to remove
coatings from a number of substrates.
- Tracy Handl, North American
Power Wash Outlet, www.
PressureWashOutlet.com

Wagtail Jet stream - use it for getting
past railings over windows. Turn and
it drop in then turn back and clean the
windows. Unger Polishing Pads for high
work, like skylights. Spray Away is great
for high cleaning with pads. Unger N-Lite
– Paul Spitsbergen, Spitsbergen Window
Green Radius Brush: makes first time
Cleaning & Pressure Washing,
cleans possible with water fed pole. Best
www.SpitsWindowCleaning.com
brush I’ve used.
- Michael Goeller,
Brightview Cleaning,
We only use silicone
A Dual Lance is a
www.BrightviewCleaning.com
squeegee blades from Sorbo.
must have on every
Everyone swears by natural
job. It allows us to
rubber blades but at least for
clean with pressure
us, they leave rubber marks
and rinse, without
on hot windows. The silicone
Hot chocolate degreaser is
ever having to change wonderful on oil stains.
blades don’t leave any marks
tips on the wand.
behind and they are less
- James Twist, Oliver
expensive. You also have the
Twist’s Pressure Cleaning,
– Jerome Khan,
ability to cut to length for any
www.pwpbg.com
Clean Image Ltd.,
size channel since it comes in
Trinidad & Tobago
a bulk length of 50 feet, which
also saves money, eliminating
the need to order different
sizes of blade for different size
channels.
Inline water filters before your pump.
Keeps pump intake clean and free from debris
and is easy to trouble shoot if needed. Got
mine at tractor supply.
www.goclearco.com
- Andy Reisel, A2Z Pressure Washing LLC,
www.a2zpressurewashingllc.com
												eClean
Magazine

– Josh Lawlor, Clearco
Window & Carpet Cleaning,
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Product Revisions
Stop by your local distributor to give one a try
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www.hydrotek.us

(800) 274-9376

HUGE Convention

Feedback from the 2014 Pressure Washing &

In

August, over 450 contractors and vendors
gathered in Nashville for two days packed
with education, networking, trade show and
giveaways. The Pressure Washing and Window
Cleaning Convention and Trade Show – hosted
by the Power Washing Resource Association
(PWRA) and Window Cleaning Resource
Association (WCRA) – has quickly become one
of the biggest and most successful events in
industry history.
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HUGE Success

& Window Cleaning Convention & Trade Show
“I was blown away by the information, the quality of
the presentations, the networking and the energy that
this event brought,” explained Caleb Wininger of Lake
State Cleaning, Inc., in Lake Orion, Michigan.
“The Nashville conference was a great event,”
agreed Steve Stevens, owner of Sonlight Window
Cleaning, Murray, Kentucky. “Well organized, many
interesting and informative topics and a great place
to meet new people and share ideas that help grow
business.”

“Great Show! Exceeded my
expectations by far!”
– Everett Abrams,
Deck Restoration Plus

For Wininger, two particular sessions stood out
– “5 Stupid Mistakes That Kill Your Productivity,”
by Steve Stevens, and “Selling to Home Owner
Associations (HOAs),” by Michael Goeller. “Steve’s
talk on productivity was eye-opening. He made some
simple points that I took to heart, and have since
motivated me to action.”
Wininger continued, “Michael Goeller’s
presentation was really good. There is an art to
reaching these types of clients, and his presentation
was detailed, well-arranged and focused. This market
is an area where my company can really grow, so I’m
planning to implement many of the things I learned
there.”
		

“The event was
a real motivator
for me. Rubbing
shoulders with
so many people
who deal with the
same challenges
and have overcome
them was great.
The energy was
very positive and
I came away from
the whole thing
fired up to get
to work. I think
events like these
give a person
the fuel and
motivation to step
it up in terms of
business growth.”
– Caleb Wininger, Lake
State Cleaning, Inc.,
Lake Orion, Michigan
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Photo courtesy of Lucas Bernard,
lucasbernard.squarespace.com
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For Terry Miller, owner of Tegrey’s
Family of Coatings in Canton, Ohio,
said it was the trade show that stood
out most to him. “Not only did I come
away with a new GoPro camera that I
won, but I love having the opportunity
to talk with the vendors and ask lots
of questions. I also enjoy being able
to actually handle the equipment
that usually I can only see pictures
of. Finally I like all the great deals
and specials the vendors offer. After
attending the first Nashville event I
made sure to have plenty of money to
spend in the vendor hall this time!”
Vendors, too, were pleased by the
response they received at the event.
Everett Abrams of Deck Restoration

Top: Thanks Cole Pasjuta and GlassRenu for
the use of another great video!
Middle: Nashville contractors/distributors
hanging outt in, well, Nashville. (Photo courtesy of
Shaun Gross, Hydro Pro Pressure Washing
Bottom: Full room -- almost 400 contractors -- at
Curt Kemptom’s keynote presentation.
												eClean Magazine

Plus, Inc., introduced his new line of
water-based wood stains. “During the
show the ‘woodies’ who stopped by
were very curious and seemed to be
impressed. Since returning home, we
have sent out over 100 sample kits.
What is really neat is that at least 20
people have called because they spoke
to someone from the show who was
impressed! This means that the show
had legs outside the four walls we were
in, which was fantastic.”
Exhibitor Dana Sapic of Xterior Sales
and Service agreed. “We really enjoyed
the PWRA and felt it was well worth the
expense to meet with other vendors,
meet our wonderful customers and
educate new found friends that stopped
by the booth. We plan to attend future
events for sure!”
Speaking of future events, the dates
and location for next year’s event have
already been named: August 6-7 at the
Gaylord National Resort & Convention
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Center
in Washington,
D.C. Space is limited, and
with the sizable number who attended
this past year’s event, you’d be smart
to make your reservation early!
Details, and a new event
website, will be coming soon. To
learn more about the PWRA, visit
PressureWashingResource.org, or the
WCRA at windowcleaningresource.org.

August 6-7, 2015

Gaylord National Resort &
Convention Center, Washington, D.C.
eClean Magazine
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Used by
Pete
Pete Beckers, owner of “Cleaned by
Pete” in Springfield, Missouri, believes
in having the right tool for the job. An
admitted tool/accessory hoarder, it’s a
rare occasion indeed that he will sell or
throw away an accessory just because
he replaced it with something bigger and
better. As he explains, “Sometimes a job
throws you a curve and if you have the
right attachment, it will save you.”
With that said, Pete has a number
of tools and accessories that many
contractors may have never heard of.
Even more, he also has made a number
of tools himself. For this article, I’ve
asked Pete to share with us a few of his
favorites.

The Kranzle Flat
Cleaner is a type of
waterbroom from
Germany. “We call it the
wig-wag, and we use it
for flatwork – mostly for
newer concrete cleaning,”
Pete explained. “There is a nozzle on a flexible
plastic tube and forces the water back and forth.
The soap
rifle is a selfcontained
system for
delivering
soap and
cleaners. The
quick change allows Pete to use a soap cannon
(attached) or a MX5 fan or stream with high/low
capabilities via a longer range foamer with rinsing
capabilities just by changing the attachment. The
large bulb tank holds the cleaners, which are
then drawn through the tubing to each of the tips
to do the required job.
One of the newest
tools to hit the
industry is the
downstream bypass.
By turning the ballvalve, you can have
full pressure to a gun
or a surface cleaner.
Turning it off allow you to downstream drawing
soap or cleaners again.
Landa / Shark
and a General pump
media blasters. I
use the top one for
sand and coal slage
blasting and the lower
one for soda-blasting.
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The Gum
Buster is
a propane
torch with
a pressure
washing wand
attached. This
attachment
aids in cold water gum removal, by
heating up and softening the petrified

Pete made this 8”
hand-held surface
cleaner by using a stew
pot, and the old skirt
off a broken surface
cleaner. With a hand
drill an angle-head
grinder, Pete designed
and built it to be use
for graffiti removal.

The water
cannon can be
used can be
use to apply
soap and
cleaners to tall
buildings. Then,
by adjusting
the front
handle, you
can use it to rinse. While “long range” or
“ladder saver” nozzles have made downstreaming easier, it still has its’ place.
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Educational Opportunities Abound at PWNA
Convention and Trade Show,
November 1-3, Orlando, Florida
Education is one of the four pillars
that the Power Washers of North
America (PWNA) is built upon, and
there’s no better place to experience this
than at the PWNA’s National Convention
and Trade Show, November 1 through
3 in Orlando, Florida. In addition to the
PWNA’s certifications classes, this year’s
event will also offer attendees a variety of
non-certification classes. These include:
• Power Washing 101: Tracy Handl
of North American Pressure Wash
Outlet will help attendees know and
better understand the various segments
of the industry to help them choose or
expand on their area of expertise.
• OSHA Training: Linda Chambers
of Soap Warehouse leads this course,
which covers information that every
independent contractor business owner
needs to know about OSHA compliance.
Specifically, you will learn what
OSHA expects from you, the business
owner; how to train your employees;
which records and documents you are
required to have; and how to prepare,
submit and maintain OSHA-required
documents.
• Chemical Safety: Linda Chambers
of Soap Warehouse knows chemicals!
In this class, Linda will teach attendees
about chemical safety, how to know
what is hazardous, which personal
protective equipment is needed for
22

different hazards, how to handle a
chemical spill, and how to set up and use
different spill kits.
• Parking Garage Cleaning &
Filtration Systems: Jim Gamble of
Crystal Cleaning Company, Nigel Griffith
of Griffs Services, and John Tornabene
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of Clean County Powerwashing will teach
on some of the essentials of this lucrative
market. Some topics of discussion will
include types of equipment needed, how
to prepare the garage for cleaning, how
to select degreasers and other cleaning
solutions, capturing and removing sludge
and rubbish, safety procedures, and
how to clean other parts of the garage
(stairwells, walls, etc.).
• Business 101: Whether you are just
starting your business, or have been a
running a business but struggling to
understand your finances, Marie Reinsel
of A2Z Pressure Washing will help you
understand the basics of accounting
and financial statements so that you
can effectively track and manage your
business for success.
• Millionaires Panel Discussion: This
popular panel discussion returns again
to the year’s event, where a panel of
professional contract cleaners who gross
more than $1 million per year will share
experiences and questions about running
their businesses.
Networking
As Andy Reinsel of A2Z Pressure
Washing pointed out, however, education
does not stop in the classroom.
Networking – whether with other
contractors or with the variety of quality
		

Education does not stop in the
classroom. Andy Reinsel of A2Z
Pressure Washing attended
his first PWNA Convention in
2013. “The networking, gaining
life lines and finding people to
go to with a problem” was the
highlight of Andy’s experience.
“I was able to meet some great
people and learned some timesaving tricks.”
Certifications offered at
the show include:
House Washing with Jim Pasternak of
Northeast Power Washing
Roof Cleaning with Charlie Arnold of
Arnold Powerwash
Wood Restoration with John Nearon of
Exterior Wood Restoration
Fleet Washing with Dave Presley and Scott
Harmsen of Hydro-Chem Systems, Inc.
Flatwork with Jerome Khan of Clean
Image Limited
Environmental with Robert Hinderliter;
PWNA Environmental Advocate
OSHA Boom Lift Certification, led by
Sunbelt Rentals.
23

“After 15 plus years in business we decided it would be great to
connect with other companies and keep up to date on all industry
standards. No matter how many years in business, there is always
room to grow and learn new things,” said Meg Josetti, who attended
her first PWNA Convention in 2013 with her husband Bo. “We were
specifically interested in getting certifications for house washing and
roof cleaning. The convention exceeded our expectations. We learned
a lot and also confirmed that how we were doing things currently
were correct. As a bonus we met lots of really great people that we
look forward to seeing again this year.”
New PWNA Members

David Juodis, Top Gun Power Wash
Carl Lorenz, Premium Power Washing

Levinsky Allen, Uncle Vee’s Power

Bill Mahan, LiquidCorp Services
Brian Martin, Power House Painting, LLC

Enares Benitez, Brothers Cleaning Service

Dymphna Martin, Dymphna Martin
George Patterson, Patner Power Wash

Washing & Mobile Detailing

Steve Casale, Jet Clean Exterior Services
Erick Alfonso Corvera, MD Cleaning
Mark Ferguson, Hi-Tech Mobile Wash

Blane & McKinley Saucier, Veterans
Kitchen Maintenance, Inc.

Warren Harrison, Mr Busy II Pressure
Washing

Gareth Smith, Extreme Green Pressure
Washing

James Troxell, LCS Pressure Washing FL,
Ryan Haverfield, Kansas Hood Cleaners
												eClean
Magazine
LLC
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vendors who have signed up for this
year’s event – may be even more
beneficial to attendees.
Plus, this year’s show will again
feature some of the best networking
opportunities in the industry,
including two snack-n-chat round
tables and free drinks and hors
d’ourves each evening. This year’s
trade show and demos will feature
several new exhibitors, as well as
returning favorites. And of course,
there will be giveaways – including
the amazing skid giveaway,
sponsored by Hydro Tek, with the
support of General Pump, Kohler
Engines and Beckett Burners.
All in all, it’s shaping up to be one
of the best conventions in PWNA’s
22-year history.
To learn more, or to register, visit
www.PWNA.org. Hotel Registration
Discount ends October 2!

Photo: Last year’s Hydro Tek skid giveaway
Hydro Tek will again be giving away this year’s grand
prize, a Model SC35006KG 3500psi, 5.5gpm skid.
• 725cc Kohler gas engine
• General triplex belt drive pump
•115v Beckett burner syste
Adjustable thermostat, up to 250 degrees; Onboard
115v generator for auxiliary power; SpiraLast coil
with lifetime warranty.

PWNA Convention Sponsors & Exhibitors
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PWNA Vendor

John Allison, founder of Envirospec,
is a true industry innovator and pioneer,
landing his first fleet washing account
back in 1972. In those days, there were
very few professional pressure washing
contract cleaners around, industry
information and support was not readily
available, and the equipment and
chemicals being sold were quite expensive.
Rather than buy an expensive machine
that would only partially do what he
needed it to do, Allison built his first
pressure washer himself, and made sure
he knew how to fix it in the field as well. In
Envirospec’s John and Shelley Allison are known for
his years as a contractor, he discovered a
number of tips and tricks to help him clean their philanthropy, particularly with children’s, veterans’
and animal charities.
faster and more efficiently. He developed
gizmos and gadgets that improved his
“I worked hard, then struggled when my
bottom line. And he created chemicals that
pump went down and I had to pay full price
worked better and less expensively than
to replace it. I was faced with a choice – fix
what was available in the marketplace.
my pump or make my car payment.”
By 1985, Allison’s contract cleaning
So, when he started Envirospec in 1985,
company had grown too big, covering six
he decided to do things differently. He
New England states plus New York, with
would target customers nationwide so he
22 trucks and 35 crews. It was time to
could sell at low cost, high volume. He
sell and change directions. “I knew how to
would keep his staff small but efficient,
build machines and I knew how to make
move product quickly and not hang on to
chemicals that worked,” he explained. So
dead inventory. As a result, Envirospec is
he took his chemicals and machines to
able to offer the highest quality products
market. “Then I figured, ‘Well, if I’m going
available on the market at low costs.
to do that, I might as well sell parts too.’”
John Allison has always believed it pays
And that’s how Envirospec began.
to invest in quality, but that should not
mean contractors have to pay ridiculous
What makes Envirospec Different
prices for quality products. That’s why
When Allison worked as a contractor,
he always works with suppliers and
dealers sold everything at retail prices.
manufacturers to get products at the best
26
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Right: Dan & Heather Galvin

prices possible. “I don’t want to make a lot
of money,” he stressed, “but I do want the
people who buy from us to get a bargain.”
When it comes to working with
manufacturers and suppliers, he stressed
that he always does all he can to ensure
he’s getting the very best price. “It doesn’t
increase our bottom line, but it’s going
to ensure that the guy who is out there
working to feed his family is getting a
deal,” he added.
Envirospec also manufactures their
own line of chemicals, which are based
on formulas he created in the field many
years ago. “As a contractor, I couldn’t
afford to buy $500 drums of soap that
didn’t work from a guy in a suit who had
never washed anything in his life,” he
explained. Today, Envirospec’s chemicals
“go up against the biggest companies in
the world, and walk away with the deal
every time. It’s because they were built in
the trenches, where it really counts. And
they work.”
All of Envirospec’s profits from chemical
sales go to their Soap for Hope charitable
foundation. Each year, Envirospec gives
away thousands of dollars to a number of
charities, including their very own animal
shelter, Suzie’s Friends. Children who need
operations, veterans who need a career
opportunity, and abused, abandoned pets
who need a caring home are all helped by
Envirospec – and by extension, they are
supported by the mobile wash contractors
who buy their products.
Changing Hands, Not Dreams
Earlier this year, Past PWNA President
Dan Galvin and his wife Heather decided
to pack up their home and business
(East Coast Power Washing) in Plymouth,
Massachusetts, and come work for
Envirospec in the small town of Homerville,
Georgia. Since that time, the Galvins have
been diligently training and preparing as
		

John and Shelley’s successors.
As someone who loves educating and
helping contract cleaners, as well as
who shares the Allisons’ passion for
philanthropy, John believes Dan and
Heather are the right choice to serve as the
next generation leaders Envirospec. “The
amount of good I can do and the amount of
education I can provide through Envirospec
is more than I ever imagined possible,”
Dan explained. While the Allisons are still
involved in the company, the Galvins are
steadily taking on more and more of the
daily responsibilities.
“It’s astonishing – and a little
overwhelming – to see all that goes on
behind the scenes of Envirospec,” Galvin
added. “It’s also amazing to witness how
John’s ingenious mind works. He has such
a vast wealth of knowledge, and it’s an
incredible experience to be mentored by
John himself.”
As a PWNA member and past president,
it was an easy decision for Galvin to
continue as a PWNA member, only now in
the role of a supplier and manufacturer.
“I never would have been as successful as
I was as a contractor, and I never would
have been in the unbelievable place I am
today if it had not been for the PWNA.
I’m excited to continue supporting this
wonderful association in my new role with
Envirospec.”
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Top 5 Mobile Apps/
Software Programs
According to our eClean
Reader’s Survey
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#1. Quickbooks
The #1 software program mentioned was
Quickbooks.
Quickbooks is an online software program
that allows you to do a number of important
tasks in an easy and efficient manner. These
include:
• Create and send customized invoices
(printed or online).
• Easily convert estimates into invoices.
• Create purchase orders.
• Allow customers to pay online via credit
card or bank payment with a simple “pay
now” option directly on your invoice.
• Capture receipt photos by using your
phone then attach them to your expenses.
• Sync data from your credit card and
bank accounts.
• Run payroll.
• Create 1-click reports, such as profit and
loss, employee time/pay reports, sales, and
many others.
• Easily share information with your
accountant.
And the price is affordable, ranging from
$12.95 to $39.95 a month depending on
which services you need.
		

“Quickbooks is the best for any
business. Makes things easy,
and helps you see where your
company is going.”
- Mike Donnelly, Mike’s Powerwash,
www.MikesPowerwash.com

“All of my invoicing, tracking,
and profit/ loss statements can be
tracked easily and efficiently. As far
as my clients are concerned, they
enjoy the convenience of being able
to pay online. If my clients have
Quickbooks, I have pointed out to
them the ease which they can collect
deductibles and payments.”
- Shannon McCoy,
Pro Scope Restoration Consultants,
www. proscoperestorationconsultants.com
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#2 Zillow.com

I will often pull up
a job site address so I
can determine how big
the property is (i.e. how
much square footage and
number of rooms. The
property values are listed
as well.

– Shannon McCoy,
Pro Scope Restoration Consultants
www.proscoperestorationconsultants.com
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Zillow.com is a website designed for
people searching for a home, but it
provides a lot of valuable information that
contract cleaners can use.
Not only does the site provide photos
and information about houses that are
available on the real estate market, but
you can actually look up any address on
Zillow.
From there, you can see photos of the
home’s exterior, as well as learn things
like the home’s square footage and market
value. Both of these can be helpful in
developing proposals.
However, Michael Goeller of Brightview
Cleaning in Germantown, Maryland,
recently came up with yet another use for
Zillow.
Goeller has begun using the feature on
Zillow that allows you to see houses in a
certain area or neighborhood that have
recently sold. “A lot of people who move
here are new to the area, and don’t have a
window cleaner they already use,” he said.
So Goeller sends a letter to the new
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homeowners congratulating them on their
new home purchases, welcoming them to
the neighborhood, and telling them about
how his services that can keep their home
looking great. He also includes a gift card
– which he ordered through Sign2Day.com
– for $50 off his services.
Additionally, Goeller is planning
to partner with local businesses (i.e.,
restaurants, coffee shops, etc.) to include a
$5 gift card to their establishments in his
letter as well.
“The local businesses will supply their
own gift card and they will be the ones
paying for the $5 discount if the customer
comes in, but it looks like it’s coming from
me,” Goeller explained. “The business gets
a new potential customer in the door, and
we pay for the mailing. It’s a win-win.”
Finally, Goeller pointed out that this is
a long-term marketing program that will
likely take six months or more to pay off.
“New homeowners generally don’t need
their windows cleaned for at least six
months, so it will take awhile to know what
the ROI is.”
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“It’s like having a full
time sales person 24/7.
I now run all of
my residential bids
through it.”
- Michael Goeller, Brightview Cleaning,
www.BrightviewCleaning.com

Curt Kempton, owner of Five Star
Window Cleaning, founded Responsibid
in 2011 after becoming frustrated that
there was no software program available
that could maintain his high standards for
systems that provide customers with an
“awesome experience.”
He worked with software developers to
create a program that allowed him to spend
less time returning calls from prospective
customers, prevented prospective
customers from falling through the cracks,
and that would save him time and money.
Ronsponsibid is not just another
cookie-cutter bidding program, but one
designed with both the cleaning industry’s
needs and the customer’s experience in
mind. Responsibid implements the same
techniques that are used by some of the
world’s leading sales authorities. For
example:
• Responsibid’s proposals focus on
value, not cost. Responsibid generates
compelling, completely customizable
proposals, so that the bid is value based.
• Responsibid provides three solutions.
This helps customers put into context
what they really want done. When you
32

give three options – a good, better, best
solution – customers are more likely to find
a solution that they want. Those who are
price shopping are able to compare prices
all from your company, giving them the
satisfaction of knowing they have a choice
while lessening their likelihood of shopping
elsewhere.
• Responsibid’s proposals are based on
package solutions, not line-items that
are up for negotiation. Customers’ eyes
are drawn to the proposed solution, rather
than specific charges.
• Responsibid’s automated followup
prevents users from letting customers
fall through the cracks. The program’s
automated follow-up emails ensure that
even if you get to busy to call a customer
back, the customer doesn’t have to know
you forgot. They are still hearing from you.
• Responsibid keeps track of your
marketing methods – what’s working and
what’s not.
• Most importantly, Responsibid saves
cleaning companies time and money,
letting the automatic system do much of
the sales work for them, and allowing more
freedom to do the things they enjoy.
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“(I use it) for scheduling
and invoicing. ...It kills in
marketing capabilities.
We love that you can filter
customers down to virtually
any parameter set, and that it
has built-in emailing & email
templates.”
- Josh Lawlor,
Clearco Window & Carpet Cleaning,
www.GoClearco.com

#4
eClean Magazine

		

ServiceMonster is a software program
that was originally developed for carpet
cleaners, but has since been adopted by
a number of service industries, including
window cleaning and pressure washing.
The program has six primary functions:
• Customer management – allowing
users to keep track of every interaction
they have with their clients.
• Order management – allowing users
to manage orders and create invoices for
their jobs.
• Marketing – allowing users to send
thank you and reminder cards with the
click of a buton.
• Scheduling – offering a number of
features to make scheduling easier.
• Route planning – allowing users to
map out their daily routes, in turn saving
time and money.
Additionally, the program is accessible
from all mobile devices, which allows
users to stay up-to-date while out in the
field.
The founders of Service Monster strive
to make their platform adaptable to their
client’s needs, so they are constantly
working to implement features that
clients request most often.
For example, they are currently in
the process of developing a process that
allows users to save before and after
photos from the field – a request that
came primarily from window cleaners.
ServiceMonster has also recently
released an interface with Google
Calendars (which is another industry
favorite program).
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#5
“Voxer is the best
communication
method ever!”

Mobile Messaging for
Modern Businesses

– Chris Lambridines, Window Cleaning Resource,
WCRA & PWRA
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How many times have you called
someone, hoping they don’t actually
pick up so you can just leave a
message? Essentially, this is one
aspect of Voxer. It works similarly to
texting, only it’s easier because you
communicate by voice, not writing.
That said, Voxer does also allow users
to send texts and photos as well.
Voxer can also work as a modernday walkie talkie system, which
is a popular choice for cleaning
companies with technicians needing
to communicate with one another
from different locations or even from a
distance.
With Voxer, users can listen to and
return messages when it’s convenient
for them, not just convenient for the
other party. It allows for multiple
users to easily communicate at
once. Ultimately, it saves time and
reduces the risk of
miscommunications.
Voxer has three
price ranges – from
free to $9.95 per
month, per user –
depending on the
features offered.
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Additional
Software/App
Recommendations
(Provided by eClean Readers)

Microsoft Excel: I know this is not
some fancy app or program for pressure
washers, but it is the number one
business tool you can have to keep track
of customers, finances, tax write-offs, etc.
I made all of my own spreadsheets years
ago and from year to year I alter them
slightly to better serve my business needs.

We use the PACER PDCA (Painting, Decorating,
Contractors of America), for our estimates. This is a
software program designed for painters and decorators.
We are in the process of adapting it for our cleaning
business. It is a complete estimating program which
details each and every process of our estimating needs.
It is 100% accurate, based on our input and using it
properly. The idea is to estimate each and every project
the same. Being consistent and accurate will give the
same results every time. Our goal is to have the PACER
program for all our cleaning needs. Thus saving us
money and being more accurate then any other process
available today.
Terry Miller, Tegrey Family of Coatings Inc,
www.tegreypainting.com

– Mike Dingler
Firehouse Pressure Washing
www.firehousepowerwash.com

www.Aceofsales.com Send custom emails with
photos, manage and send my
newsletters, also send custom
postcards. Plus the webinars,
training, sales and how-to
effectively use emails and
newsletters are great. (You can
get a free month to try it out
using promo code wowsomeone.)
– Michael Goeller,
Brightview Cleaning,
www.BrightviewCleaning.com

Subscribe by October 15
& SAVE $1 per issue!
www.eCleanMag.com
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THE ONE SHOW FOR FACILITY SOLUTIONS

Open the door to increased profitability and sales success!
ISSA/INTERCLEAN® is the ONE event that gives you the networking
opportunities, management tools and sales advice to make you
indispensable to your customers.
MARK YOUR CALENDAR:
November 4-7, 2014
Orlando, FL, USA
Here’s why you need to be there:
• Close to 700 exhibitors under one roof
• More than 16,000 industry leaders,
including top customer decision-makers
• More than 45 educational and
networking sessions

issa.com/show

BONUS FOR IWCA MEMBERS
FREE trade show and seminar
access on Friday, November 7 to
ISSA/INTERCLEAN 2014
PLUS
Check out the IWCA Safety
Certification Program on
Saturday, November 8, 2014!

I have a list of prospects...

						...NOW what?
A Four-Step Sales Process
by D.J. Carroll
Once you have your list, it’s
time to turn your attention
to the call and your steps for
making the call. To maintain a
high level of efficiency you
should create a systematic
approach to your cold calling
process and I will share that with
you here.
“A lot of critics are lazy. They don’t
want to look closely and analyze something
for what it is. They take a quick first
impression and then rush to compare it to
something they’ve seen before.” - Willem
Dafoe
1. First Impression: The message is this
- your prospects will be quick to judge you.
You may not like that, it may not be fair,
but it happens. So ask yourself this ... what
makes you different? It better be enough
to get the prospects’ attention or they will
group you in with every other company in
your industry. The key? BE UNIQUE!
2. Making the Call: Well, this is it.
Are you ready? Do you know why you are
calling? Do you know who you need to ask
for? What is your opening line? What if no
one answers? These are all key questions
you must answer before ever dialing the first
number. I learned early on that the purpose
of my call was to set an appointment:
nothing more and nothing less. I would not
take no for an answer and I wasn’t going to
sell to someone over the phone. Once you
have answered these questions, P.R.E.R. -Practice Rehearse Evaluate Repeat -- your
call in front of a mirror. I call this “crazy
office time.” If someone walks past your
office they will think you are crazy for sitting
there talking to yourself! That’s okay. Let’s

see who is laughing at the end of the month!
3. Follow-Up Mail Piece: Again, this
involves being unique. Sending a mail piece
right after a call can prove very beneficial.
This could be as simple as a testimonial
sheet, a USP (Unique Sales Profile), or a
sales sheet. Remember, prospects are quick
to judge. Let’s give them something nice by
which to judge us.
4. Forever Touch Program (FTP): By
far the most important step in the system
of working a list is creating a FTP. I have
booked a ton of work from prospects it
took 2-3 years to get through to. One of my
biggest clients took me 2.5 years to land.
But I did it by constanly being on top of their
mind.The point is this: without a systematic
approach, that company would have never
come on board with us!
Now that you’ve read this, IMMEDIATELY
IMPLEMENT the above steps into your sales
process and see instantaneous increases in
revenue, profits, and conversions on calls!
About the Author: Entrepreneur, speaker,
personal development devotee and saleseffectiveness consultant DJ Carroll brings
you his innovative and distinctive business
insight. His passionate
commitment to
excellence is illustrated
in his businesses,
coaching and speaking
work. With his practical
approach and cutting
edge style, audiences
gain immediate revenue
& efficiency results they
can take to the bank!

A Bristly
Subject: How
to Choose a
Push Broom

Push brooms are perhaps the most
popular cleaning tools on the planet next
to mops; therefore, it is important as a
cleaning contractor to have an arsenal of
them to draw from on a moment’s notice.
Time is money in our industry, so wasting it
in search of a push broom can be costly. It
would be prudent to stock a small quantity
of each size and bristle type to avoid
downtime too. As with other cleaning tools,
a push broom must be matched to the
person handling the job. Make the decision
now to keep a variety stashed so you are
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by Rick Meehan, Marko
Janitorial, www.MarkoInc.com

prepared for unexpected circumstances.
SIZE
Push brooms come in limited shapes
and sizes. They are long and thin with
handles, bristles, and sometimes braces.
Lengths vary from around 12” to 36” long
by 2” to 3-1/2” wide. A push broom block
is the part that holds the bristles in place.
Blocks come in wood, fiberglass, plastic,
or metal. Handles are available in several
diameters ranging from 3/4” to 1-1/4”,
and lengthwise between 54” and 64”
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long. The handle materials can be wood,
fiberglass, plastic, or metal
(sometimes wrapped
in a plastic coating).
Handles also mount to
blocks using differing
methods, the most common
being threaded (screws into
block receptacle). Braces are
used to reduce the chances of
snapping handles off, reaming
out the block threads, or
breaking various types of mounts. Once
this kind of breakage occurs, the broom
is usually a goner and has to be replaced.
To increase the life of your brooms, always
install braces. [If you have a further
interest in how this valuable cleaning tool
is made, please view the YouTube video
posted by the Discovery Channel, How It’s
Made: Push Brooms.

FIT
When choosing a broom to fit the user,
make sure to pick the appropriate size. A
little elderly lady cannot push a 36” long
broom weighing six pounds for very long.
It would wear her out too quickly, or even
get her hurt. However, the same broom in
an 18” length weighing in at two pounds
would probably be the better choice. Once
the proper size is chosen, then pick the
right bristle for the job. Even if the job
is large, a broom that is inappropriate
for the user will slow down the cleaning
		

process. Fatigue is a factor when
choosing size. If a smaller broom
fits the person better, he or she
will be able to work longer
without fatigue. It is of course
beneficial to look at broom
size in the opposite
direction too. A long,
heavy push broom
would certainly cover
a lot more area in a
shorter time if the user
can handle it without undue stress. Larger
can be faster – if the person can handle
the weight.
FIBER MATERIALS
Fibers for push brooms run from
natural to synthetics, each filament type
designed for a particular purpose. As with
all cleaning jobs, the surface to be cleaned
should determine the correct choice of
cleaning materials and equipment not the
other way around. Too many times I have
witnessed people overworking themselves
simply because they weren’t using the
proper bristle for the task. Usually this
is in the name of saving money. Tell me:
Which is more expensive, cost of labor
or cost of tools? When a job calls for a
soft bristle, a stiff bristle simply will not
do; likewise, the opposite. Have you ever
tried to push gravel or remove dust using
a broom that simply would not move the
debris? What a waste of time! With high
labor costs these days, ANY tool that cuts
significant time from a cleaning task is of
great value. Again, keep a good stock of
broom types. It’s cheaper that way simply
because they
help the job
get done in a
more timely
fashion.
Why are
there so
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many bristle fibers to choose from?
Stiffness to match debris types, liquid
retention for scrubbing purposes,
durability, and cost are just a few of the
characteristics that make certain fibers
better for certain jobs. From dusting
floors to scoring fresh concrete, push
broom fibers have one thing in common:
resilience. I personally own a horsehair
push broom that is as old as I am, and
I use it weekly to sweep my smooth
concrete garage floor. If I had instead
used it on rough ceramic tile, the bristles
would have worn out in a few months.
Match bristle types to the job.
Acrylic is a resilient, pliable, synthetic
fiber which can resist a bit of heat, acid,
and most solvents without melting. The
fiber bends readily, yet springs back
to original form quickly (memory). It is
available in flagged soft bristles that
remove fine dust. Flagged tips means
the fiber has been feathered on the ends.
This lends acrylics the ability to push
fine particles with little filtering through
the broom. Flagged acrylic push brooms
can even be used to replace dust mops.
However, acrylics do not work well with
sweeping compounds containing oil, nor
do they perform satisfactorily on oily
surfaces like automotive shops. Push
brooms with acrylic bristles work great

for fine
dust and
lightweight
debris
removal
from
smooth
surfaces.
Bristles
Acrylic bristle with
are usually
flagged tips
trimmed
to 3” in
length, which offers excellent “snapback” flexibility. Consider this: one
of the features of any broom is the
ability of its fiber to return to original
position when the broom is lifted from
the floor. That simple motion propels
debris ahead of the broom and shakes
particulates from the broom fiber, a selfcleaning action. Acrylic push brooms are
considered fine sweeping tools.
A step up in stiffness is the very
resilient polypropylene synthetic
fiber. This bristle is available in a
wide range of colors, thicknesses, and
crimped or straight fiber varieties. With
a high resistance to acids and solvents,
polypropylene bristles are good for
automotive situations where liquids
varying from water to petroleum oils
get bound up in dust and debris. For
the ultimate “wet area” broom, choose
polypropylene bristles mounted in

Polypropylene bristle
with crimped filament
40
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Polypropylene bristle
with straight filament
plastic blocks. Thinner polypropylene
bristles are touted as medium sweep
brooms, and work well for debris ranging
from slightly finer than sand to small
gravel. Crimped bristles hold moisture
and are excellent for pushing wet, coarse
material. Coupled with a scattering of
oil-based sweeping compound (sawdust
and oil), this fiber makes a great choice
for medium sweeping on wet or dry,
smooth to moderately rough surfaces.
Polypropylene is also available in the
ultimate street broom stiffness too. With
thicker bristles made for moving rough,
gravely material, street brooms must
withstand coarse, wet surfaces without
becoming soft. The crimped bristle style
also allows for heavy duty scrubbing by
holding detergents better while working.
This bristle is the ultimate for rough
duty work.
Tampico, a natural fiber derived
from the Agave Lechugilla plant of
arid northern Mexico, is a mediumsoft bristle material with a smooth, yet
slightly abrasive texture. This combo
makes for an excellent medium sweep
general purpose broom that holds up to
uncoated concrete and other semi-rough
surfaces over long periods. The fiber
becomes soft in water and other liquids,
so this type of broom should be used in
dry or limited-wet areas only. Tampico
holds moisture and must be allowed to
dry before the bristles will stiffen again.

Bristle life
is very long
life though
with a good
resistance
to acids
and most
solvents. For
Tampico natural fiber
the perfect
“mostly dry”
warehouse broom, couple this bristle
with oil-based sweeping compounds.
BLOCKS
Fibers can be set into structural foam
plastic, wood, or aluminum blocks, all
of which come in a variety of styles and
sizes, as we have seen. Synthetic block
materials are resistant to moisture
and do not warp or splinter like wood.
Hardwood blocks are the traditional
material with only one real drawback:
when run over by a forklift or equivalent
heavy machine they can bust. Plastic
•
block brooms usually survive the
pressure, but metal blocks can bend.
To recap: there are several different
types of push brooms (also called floor
brushes) available. Indoor sweeps, garage
sweeps, and street sweeps are the main
categories, or fine, medium, and rough
if you prefer. In addition, each of these
categories contain a variety of bristle
styles and sizes. For larger brooms is
always best to use braces for added
handle support. This prevents undue
wear on the block from twisting and

Dual bristle
types on
plastic block

turning. Small block
lengths below 18” do
not usually require
braces, but anything
longer should sport
at least one brace.
After all, once the
handle mount is
worn out, so goes the broom.
HANDLES & BRACES
Although this article is not really about
handles and braces, push brooms without
them are nothing more than hand-held
scrub brushes; therefore, I offer a few
recommendations to save much money in
the long haul:
• Buy only quality push brooms based
on information in this article.
• Couple them with quality handles with
good threaded tips.
• Add a small brace for short brooms.
• Add a long triangle brace for long
brooms.
• For the ultimate brooms, add both

small and triangle braces
with steel-tipped handles.
Quality brooms can be
expensive up front. If you
are in a cleaning business
and expect to be in that
business for the long run, use the
proper equipment for the job and not the
cheapest thing you can get your hands on.
Invest in good brooms! The savings found
by getting the job done faster and better
with less pain and fatigue far outweigh
the upfront costs. As one of the premier
tools of the cleaning trade, push brooms
rank up there as highly important, but
least respected. Change that attitude
by spending a bit of time finding good
brooms. Keep a variety of bristles styles
and block lengths in stock to grab quickly.
Match brooms to people first and then to
the job. A broom in hand is worth two in
the bush, so avoid downtime by having
proper brooms nearby. A little attention
to this important cleaning tool will set you
on the road to greater profits.
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